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Etchells Mast Lever update
By Andrew Palfrey

It has been almost two years since the first Etchells mast lever was developed and tested. This 
was at a time when I re-located to Cowes after the 34th America’s Cup, and got involved in helping 
David Heritage update the Etchells layout for a batch of new boats he was to build in 2014.

It was a fun time, throwing all sorts of ideas around with “H”, world champion Andy Beadsworth, 
Graham Sunderland, David Bedford and many other experienced Etchells sailors via phone and 
skype. Some of the changes we made are becoming fairly commonplace today. 

In my mind, the brief was not only figuring what could be done better, but also simplifying the 
boats. The philosophy was that although some systems are inherently complicated, they need to 
be reliable and the line that comes to the sailors hand needs to function well and be simple to 
operate and calibrate. Racing is hard enough, without needing a degree in mechanical engineering 
to sail the boat (thanks Mothballs).

As I look today at the impressive new boats being built down the road at the Heritage factory, I do 
see the systems we conjured up and wonder if I would do it that way today. But that is the evolving 
nature of the boats and our sport. A boat will never be perfect for a given individual and can always 
be improved. That is a part of the sport and the class that engages me.

I can’t take credit for many of the ideas being “new”, as the concepts were all things we had come 
across in other classes, like the Star, Dragon, Soling or the America’s Cup. Some ideas had been 
in use on Etchells in years past and been dropped for whatever reason. Materials had also moved 
on a lot in a short time. 

One item that grabbed my attention was the relaxing of previously restrictive rules on the chocking 
of the mast at the deck. This was proposed by British sailors, who also sailed in the Dragon class. 
Dragons have used a mast lever for many years and it is a far better solution than what we put up 
with for 30 years in the Etchells.

The lever system has become known as the “mast-ram”. I guess this relates to the “old” AC yachts 
and grand-prix yachts, where they have hydraulic rams to control the mast at deck level.

The first testing for the Etchells lever geometry was done on a timber outdoor table on our back 
patio at home. My wife Kate was less than impressed with the strange looking bits of plywood 
being screwed to the table and the lines being drawn on it! But the kids and I had a bit of fun with it.

As we played with prototypes, the temptation is to head down a technical path regarding materials 
and systems. I kept reminding myself: “reliability, functionality, simplicity, ease of maintenence, 
value for money”…. The final design is very simple, with the minimum of moving parts, the best 
and most reliable materials, within a reasonable budget. I tried a lighter composite material, but 
kept coming back to marine-grade alloy, with hard-coat anodising. It’s simply stronger in all planes, 
wears better against the pivot pins and the overall weight is lighter than the now-redundant chock 
system it replaced in existing boats. 

Another mantra was “cheaper than a jib, but lasts the lifetime of the boat”. As I look closely at one 
of the original batch fitted to USA 1411, it still looks brand-new. The only maintenance is ensuring 
we spray it with fresh water (right up into the deck coupling) after each event. I am sure there will 
be some parts to monitor and perhaps renew as we go forward (it is, after all, a boat). But for now, 
after 2 years in a boat that does a lot of sailing, we are looking good.
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There was a wobble along the way when I developed a lighter lever arm a few months after the 
initial batches were produced. It had a couple of “lightening” holes win it, looked great and tested 
reliably in Miami in 22kts. But one windy day in the first Cowes event in the 2015 season saw two 
of those levers fail. Nothing like some good old Solent conditions as a testing ground! So, it was 
back to the tried and true. I was proud of the fact that I had sent replacements to Etchells sailors all 
over the globe within a couple of weeks. Many owners received their replacements prior to fitting 
the original.

The pics above show the geometry being developed at home and the prototype testing on the 
Solent in early 2014. Since that time, I have sent lever systems to Etchells owners all over the 
globe. This includes most of the teams at the recent 2015 Worlds in Hong Kong.

The usage of the system and the placement of the controls is evolving. I noticed many variations in 
Hong Kong. Many clever sailors are getting their heads around the usage of the lever and the way 
its ease of use has allowed different techniques to extract best performance, depending on the 
situation in a race.

For these reasons, I thought it was time (or more likely, overdue) to pen an update.

I asked sailors from the top teams in Hong Kong about how and when they use the system. World 
Champion Skip Dieball, runners-up and third place-getters, Steve Benjamin and Grant Simmer 
respectively were happy to share their experiences with the lever system and I have copied their 
responses below. I thank Skip, Benj and Grunter for their expertise, generosity and time. In the 
summary section, I have noted the way the placement of the controls for the Lever system is 
evolving and included some pictures.

From Skip Dieball -  2015 World Champion in Aretas, sailing with Jon Mclean and Jeff Eiber
In the build up to the 2015 Etchells Worlds in Hong Kong, my team on Aretas changed a few key 
items that were adopted by the class and designed by Andrew Palfrey, an Etchells World Champ 
and Olympic sailor.  

When we first installed the lever, I really didn’t fully grasp what a powerful tool we added to our 
Etchells.  Up to this point, we generally sailed with the mast chock all the way deployed so that the 
mast would sit on the back of the deck at the collar….or we would simply put a small block in to 
force a little bend into the mast.  Now, with the lever, we can incrementally position the mast at the 
collar for any position we need.  In fact, most boats that have the lever now have some relative 
marking on their mast and collar to correlate their mast position.  Having the ability to position the 
mast on the fly and with great control is cool, but it gets better.

To sail an Etchells upwind effectively, just like any one design boat, you have to have the boat fully 
tuned for the conditions.  A number of variables on the Etchells need to come into play and work in 
harmony:  Mast Butt, Forestay Length, Backstay Tension and Collar position for mast bend.  As 
you develop tuning notes for given conditions you have relative positions for all these.  It is great 
when you find the right settings pre-race, but what if the wind builds?  What if it gets lighter?  What 
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can you do to keep the boat in the groove.  For my team at the 2015 Worlds, the lever became a 
huge weapon.

Every day at the worlds we would go upwind with our training partners and determine if our boat 
was tuned up.  Was our forestay length right?  Could I get enough mast bend if the wind 
increases?  Could I get enough forestay sag if the wind decreased?  All these questions would go 
through my mind as I checked the “range” of my controls.  On any given day, I would bear off and 
ask the guys to make adjustments.  Essentially I wanted to create a range of adjustments that 
would allow me to depower and power up by making fine-tune adjustments.  

Once we got the forestay, shrouds and mast butt in a comfortable spot for the given conditions, I  
would then move the mast forward at the collar with the lever add power to the sail plan.  By 
moving the mast forward at the deck, you are forcing low bend and flattening the sail, which allows 
you to come off the backstay.  This move then softens the forestay.  By moving 1” off the back of 
the collar and backing off the forestay, we can really put a significant amount of sag in the forestay, 
thus powering up the sail plan.  The lever, being on a purchase system, makes this move super 
easy.  The backstay becomes a very critical piece in controlling the mainsail shape and the 
forestay sag.  If I have to pull a lot of backstay to control the forestay, but in doing so the mainsail 
shape becomes too flat, I simply let the mast aft to get the mainsail shape to where I want it for the 
conditions.  This “range” of adjustment was initially tough to correlate, but as we became more 
comfortable with the lever, we could get everything dialled-in relatively quick.

In addition to getting the sail plan set up for the entire range that you are expecting for the race, the 
lever also has provided us with a nice “tactical” weapon when we find ourselves in a tight lane.  
Just like above when I focus on the range, I really like to push the mast forward with the lever and 
pull on a little more backstay and trim the main hard to save a tight lane.  In doing this, you 
sacrifice a little bit of forward speed, but when you have 2 mile beats and living in a lane for a long 
time is critical, this is a nice tool to have to save your position, sail up and off a leeward competitor 
and then readjust for fast forward speed.

To win an event like the Etchells Worlds, you have to have good speed.  For us to pull off the 
victory, we had to sail out of trouble a number of times and really rely on our speed.  The 
conditions were tough with big waves and breeze most days.  Rarely did we keep the mast in the 
same upwind position for the entire race.  We would move the mast around for speed, position and 
if the wind built or died.  The lever not only is a cool innovation that eliminated a crude piece of 
equipment, but it also allows you to sail the boat more effectively and not get stuck in a bad tuning 
situation.  

From Steve Benjamin - 2nd place 2015 Worlds and North American Champion 2015, sailing 
Scimitar with Luke Lawrence, George Peet and Meihan Chung : 

We have been using Andrew Palfrey’s Mast Lever system since I began sailing Etchells in 2014.  It 
was our first modification to change USA 1228 from the block system to the mast lever.  As we 
learned the boat tuning we increasingly rely on the mast lever as our go-to adjustment to add 
power.  It seems counterintuitive but as the mast lever is pulled forward, jib sag increases, and 
power is added.  We then immediately retrofitted the mast lever system to USA 1262, and use it 
the same way.  I totally recommend the mast lever system.

Generally we followed the North Sails tuning guide, with two notable exceptions.  First, we 
always seem to be better off with more headstay tension than the guide, and less rake.  

Secondly, we seem to go better with relatively less upper shroud and more lower shroud 
tension as the wind increases.  USA 1262 has dyform uppers and lowers, and the shroud 
tensions matrix may need to be fine tuned with the wire construction.  USA 1228 for 
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example has 1x19 uppers and requires more upper shroud tension.  The theory is that 
dyform wire achieves its higher tension quicker (with fewer turns added).

We always tried to sail with the mast lever rammed all the way back at the partners or up to 
one half inch forward if the wind decreased, and adjusted the mast step and headstay 
accordingly.

From Grant Simmer - 3rd Place at the 2015 Etchells Worlds, sailing Magpie with 
Graeme GT Taylor and Steve Mothballs Jarvin:

I/we started off thinking in these big waves we needed to get the helm off the boat with 
more main twist and tighter lowers (like we did in Triad with John Bertrand in the 2013 
Aussie Nationals in Southport) . But it was not as windy as Southport and as the regatta 
went on we trimmed tighter and tighter and were generally 1 or 2 turns slacker on the lower 
shrouds. 

In fact we ended trimming the main coarse tune at least 100 mm tighter than at the 
beginning of the regatta. (I know that sounds ridiculous But we were trimming very tight). 
Primary control was backstay and below 11 TWS it was just firm (no more) all f/stay tension 
coming from mainsheet . 

Next is the lever ,as the Backstay was eased (and even slack) we were easing the mast 
fwd at deck in about 3 to 4mm increments. This meant that we didn’t need to adjust the 
mainsheet and the forestay sag was increasing on an already twisty jib .

Outhaul working through a 15mm range. I was surprised how responsive the power and 
helm was to outhaul adjustment. 

Jib trim we were always soft. Outside spreader mark or softer. We have the standard jib 
track placement and no in-haul system, but we did barber-haul with the windward jib sheet 
a little and thought it was better particularly on port across the waves. Maybe with the softer 
sheet bringing the clew in 10 to 20 mm is good.

After all this we ended up with more weather-helm, but manageable and we could maintain 
a difficult lane (particularly across the waves). 

Port tack into the waves was largely about accurate steering. We didn’t change trim a lot 
from port to starboard, because we wanted to maintain height. Although in the absence of 
boats to leeward, I am pretty sure an easier/faster trim would have been better.

In Summary - and some insight on the evolving placement of the Lever controls:

It is clear that the teams achieving top results are using the lever as a primary gear-changing 
(power-up or de-power) and a “moding” tool (high/slow, or low/fast). For that reason, careful 
consideration ought to be given to the placement of the controls.

The Dragon class has been using a lever to control lower mast stiffness for many years now and 
lessons can be learnt from the many great sailors in that class.

The Dragon uses shock-cord (bungee) for the Lever-forward control. To aid a linear loading 
through the range of movement upwind, the shock-cord is set up with a lot of purchase (7:1) and a 
large diameter (8mm). This eliminates the need for a foward-puller line. 
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The big gain here is that when the mast is set in a neutral (or floating) position, both forward and 
aft lines need to be cleated to restrict the mast from moving at deck level (often referred to as 
“pumping”). With shock-cord as the forward-puller, you need to only attend to the aft-puller. A more 
simple solution. Finally, we lead the tail of the shock-cord to a cam cleat, so that it can be released 
for checking the settings at the dock, or for when it is very windy, when there is no need for a 
forward puller line at all.

In the first year of Lever installations, many teams opted to lead the Lever controls to the same 
places where the previous chock controls were. But lately there is a move amongst some of the 
top-performing boats to place the aft-puller line out on the side deck with the traveller and backstay 
fine-tune.

As Skip says, it is important to be able to 
repeat fast settings. On the left is how his 
team keep tabs on where the rig is at deck 
level. 

You can also mark the aft-puller control 
line. However with the endless system 
(above) in use on some boats, a mark will 
not be consistent.

Argyle Campbell’s crew made a sweet-
looking indicator line that was rigged to sit 
on the aft side of the cuddy. It displayed 
where the rig was for all the crew to see. 
Personally, I am ok with how Skip has done 

it, because I generally sail in the bow 
position and I can see it clearly. However, if your main “boat-speed” crew member is sitting aft and 
you have an endless mast-aft control line, you ought to consider an indicator line.

I hope you have enjoyed the read. Feel free to get in touch with 
comments or feedback.

Good Sailing in this fantastic class. Long may it last!

Andrew Palfrey
+44 07913 926 603
+1 510 326 4444
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